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Dear Crystal Witches,

This week 52 Facets is honoring a crystal that is the pepper of the crystal spice cabinet, Smoky Quartz. If you are just beginning your journey with Crystals, Smoky Quartz is one of the first crystals to bring into your magickal practice. It is easily available and has a great mix of grounding and dispelling properties.

Since so much of our world is coming in contact with computers, electromagnetic fields, and phones in response to Social Distancing, Smoky Quartz can support your body with these objects. Smoky Quartz gets its cloudy brown or gray coloring from coming into contact with radioactive materials inside the Earth. The electromagnetic alchemy that Smoky Quartz has passed through gives it a sympathetic magic for any kind of technology that might be overwhelming your life. Tap into Smoky Quartz’s power as you navigate the digital world and this digital issue of 52 Facets.

Be Well & Blessed Be!
Khiri, Artwitch & Creatrix
An Invocation
For Smoky Quartz

Connect with a Coven of Friends, Allies, or Family Members with Facetime, Zoom, or any other video chat. Invite them to invoke the magick of Smoky Quartz as a community.

HAIL SMOKY QUARTZ, Alchemizer of the Digital, Radioactive, and Connected world. Bind the tangle of electromagnetic fields buzzing about me to dispel any negative influences in their path, and align them with the highest good, with safety, and with consistency. Detox and Soothe my body, allowing the wellspring of health to bubble up from the infinite support of the Universe. Cloak me and all in my community in a protective shroud, so that ill fortune flows harmlessly into the void spaces beyond time. May we all know and remember our Ground. Hail and Welcome.
Most of us are surrounded by technology. We live in homes with microwaves, televisions, and computers. When we are out and about we are tethered to the world through our phones, and cars are becoming more sophisticated all the time. With all this technology around it can feel like the magick of the world is out of reach.

Integrating technology into your magickal practice can bring harmony to the romance of the craft and connect the mundane to the mythic. Adding ritual to your technology is fun and easy, all it takes is a little intention and magickal thinking.

Your Phone - Create a vision board and make it your home screen. It will become a reminder of your magickal intentions every time you look at your phone. Also there are oodles of witchy apps from sigil making to tarot readings to astrology available for download.
Your Computer - Place smoky quartz on your desk to minimize any leaky energy coming from the concentration of technology in your office. Smudge around your keyboard to clear out blocks and stay productive.

Your Car - Hang a pouch filled with smoky quartz, chamomile, bay leaf, and salt from your mirror, or keep one in your glove box to surround your travels in luck. Anoint your steering wheel with essential oil of Tea Tree to keep your sense alert while driving.

Your Microwave - Place a sigil on the door of your microwave to bless your food and keep the radiation out of your body. Clean the inside counter-clockwise to release bad feelings connected to technology from your life.

Your Television - Shroud your TV in a beautiful cloth when it’s not in use so that the focus of your home can be elsewhere. What you give attention to grows. Place images of the Goddess around your TV to connect the myths on the screen to the greater archetypal story.
Sigils are a simple way to turn a mantra or spell into a symbol. Crystallizing a phrase into a simple shape amplifies the power of the phrase, and also protects it from prying eyes. You can write your manifestations or blessings on objects in your life without having to reveal their meaning, which can sometimes be just what you need. You can place them over your front door, by your computer, or on your mirror as a visual reminder. Try making a sigil now!

**Write a Phrase** like *Protect from Harm* or *I Know my Truth*. **Remove the vowels** to find the Consonants and **assign them to numbers** using the chart provided.

```
```

Then **translate the code onto the Map provided** to generate a symbol. You may wish to create Two or Three before you find the one that jumps with Power. **Place the Symbol in an auspicious place.**
BLESSED BE
Issue XVI: Pyrite
Issue XVII: Celestite
Issue XVII: Emerald

Support & Subscribe to this project at patreon.com/magick_socks

Bonus Materials and Sources